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Epitaxial garnet Films have presently been considered to be the most suitable medium
For magnetic bubble deviceso However, the cOexistence oF extraordinary bubbles or 10hard"

bubbles with normal ones in garnet Films, which ha8 reCently been observedl), may be Fatal
to the application oF garnet Films to device use.
operation of bubble c■

rcu■ ts s■ nce

Hard bubbles are very disruptive to the

they not only have a lower veloc■ ty than normal bubbles,

but a180 mOVe at an angle to the direction oF a ar■

ving Fiela gradient.

between norlnal and hara bubbles results from the doma■

n wall structures.

The difFerence
The theor■ es

based on the domain waユ l structure where the wall oF hard bubbles consists oF alternate

Bloch and N6el segments have been able to well explain these

anomalous phenomena and other

properties oF hara bubbles。

It is, thereFore, urgent to develop a methoa to suppress hara bubbleso

Two methods

have successFully eliminated hard bubbles8 1on impLantation3)and multiplication oF epitaxial
garnet Fayers4).

Both

ethoas inv。 lve providing a second magnetic layer interacting with

the bubble― supporting layer at the inわ erFace, resulting in malking it energeticaユ ly unfavorable

For a bubble wall to take such a complex structure as hara bubbles.
a second magnetic l亀 yer, having a large e=change constant and exchange―

It is suggested that
ooupling with the

bubble supporting layer at the interFace, ls essential to suppress hard bubbles。

The present work demonstrates that Permalloy thin Films down to 501 in thickness
evaporated On gaコ net epitax■ al Films can elim■ nate hard bubblese

A180, it is shown by

measurements oF wall veloo■ ties and bias Field margins and bubble―

sens■ ng exper■ ments

the Permalloy overlay is excellent in practica■

device use.

The garnet Film used was liquid phase epitaxially grom
mateittLl constants are tabulated on the inset oF Fig。

1.

(Y,Gd,Irm)3(Fe,Ga)5°

depos■ tion rate = 5。
xl。

80Ni̲20Fe Permalloy

The typical conditions were the Follow■

71/sec, the substrate temperature・

12' the

The garnet Film was cut to Four

speOimens to depos■ te Permalloy films of four difFere■ t thicknesses.
was vacuuln― evaporated on the spec■ mens.

that

230°

ng3 the

C, and the vacuum = 5。 8 to 9。 o

‑6 Torr.
Figure l shows H。 , H:s and H:げ /Ho as a Function oF Permalloy thickne38 Where Ho is

the collapse Field oF a normal bubble and Hos the maェ

irum collapse Fiela of hara bubbles。

The collapse Field8 0F hard bubbles are higher than ミ , Which is the most characteristic
。
stttic property of hatt bubbles. The ratio,H。

許 。i Ctt thereFore ttand For"hardnes♂

bubblesl'5), the ratlo equal to l indicates the absence oF hard bubbles in a Film.
used to produce hard or normal bubbles was simllar to tho86 pre↓
―■う0‐

l oF

The method

iOusly reported5'6), while

it

was noticed.

that a combination of the two rnethotls

was more

effective to form

hard. bubbles.

in Fig. 1, the ratio of 8"" to Ho is qnity for Pernalloy with thickness of more
JO.[, fud.icating the absence of ha:rd bubbles in these samplee. The inltial increase

As seen
tha,n

of IIo with
static

Permalloy thickness

is qualitatively

is being

und.ertaken, which

in terme of a d.ecreaee of magneto-

film. Itlicroscopic lnterpretaion of this

energy by overlaying a Perrnalloy

suppression

understood.

will explain the behavior of

Ho as

fn the vicinity of njn/ffo - 1 r wall velocity is a very EenEitive

hard. bubbLe

well.

meagure

of

haed.ness

eince it eharply d.ecreases as the ratio d.iffers fron unity?). lleasurements of wall velocitieE
showed

that the

PernralJ.oy

!\rthernore, the

filn itself tlitt not

cauee an;r

reduction in the wall velocity.

by evaporated. Permalloy films was confirned. by

hard. bubble suppreselon

these measurements.
A bias

to -i^
n^-ajfierrd.margin,ffi'wasfound'torenainrrncha^rrgedupto2oo;'thick

Pernralloy being 0.25, but decreased.

to

field.. Also, it

shovrn

obtained.

was

experlmentally

beLow

0.2 for 300 to 4OOi. Here, H, iE the nurout

that output signals of

for garnei films with 80 a,nd. 2901. thick

InSb HaIl

PermalLoy were as

effect

d.eteotorsS)

high as thoee for gernet

filmg without Pernall.oy. Thus, this garnet-Pernallo;r oonposite Etnrcture is very promising

for eliminati:rg hartl bubbles in actual device use, since the deposition of Permalloy is
ftrnd.emental process

a

in the bubble technology.
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